22 May 2018
Director General of the Division for Global Campus Initiatives

Implementation Guidelines for the Koga Shinsuke Scholarships
(Special Scholarship Program for International Students)
1. Purpose
This scholarship, provided through the donations from Mr. Shinsuke Koga to the
University of Tokyo, is a research incentive fee (hereto forth as incentive fee) granted to
promote the enrolment of outstanding privately-financed international students who hold
American or British citizenship and support their studies and research activities at the
University of Tokyo.
2. System
This scholarship follows “The University of Tokyo Fellowship Implementation
Guidelines on Special Scholarships for International Students” other than the specific
terms stated below.
3. Eligibility
Privately-financed international students with American or British citizenship enrolling
in a graduate program in April or September. If applicants holding American or British
citizenship who have graduated from American or British universities that are strategic
partner universities of the University of Tokyo will be given priority.
4. Number of recipients
No more than two students per academic year. If a scholarship remains unallocated
during the year, it will be allocated based on the priorities and allocation guideline below.
However, in the event where the recipient enrolling in a Master’s program advances to
a doctorate program after the period of payment is over, and subject to special permission
from Mr. Shinsuke Koga and the University of Tokyo, the recipient may continue to
receive the scholarship during the standard doctorate program duration, regardless of the
number restriction stated in the paragraph immediately above.
5. Priority and allocation
The order of priority will be made based on the enrolment ratios of privately-financed

international students who hold American or British citizenship in each graduate school
in the past four years. In the event that the ratios are equal, the order of priority will be
made based on the total enrolment number of privately-financed international students.
Based on the order of priority, the two scholarships available for a given academic year
will be distributed among two applicable graduate schools. If there are no eligible students
in the relevant graduate school, the scholarship will be allocated to the graduate school
that is next on the list. As a general rule, no graduate school will receive two spots for one
academic year.
6. Stipend
A: 200,000 yen per month
B: 150,000 yen per month
Supplementary Provisions
1. This guideline will come into force from May 22, 2018 and will be applied from April 1,
2018.
2. “Implementation Guidelines for the Koga Shinsuke Scholarships (Special Scholarship
Program for International Students) (7 December 2015 Sub Committee for Student
Exchange and Dormitories under the Committee for International Affairs)” is abolished.

